critical habitations
thinking about the here and
now of cultural studies

Stylesheet

The texts on critical habitations are blog posts, so should not read like lengthy
academic pieces.
Posts should be no longer than 2.500 words.
-

structuring the text into paragraphs helps readability

-

links to other blogs/texts etc. are encouraged

-

if you cite other sources, please use in-text citation [i.e. (Fanon 1967: 110)]
and provide a works cited list in the end (see sample below)

-

footnotes should be avoided (but can be included if need be)

-

texts should be submitted as .rtf, or .doc/.docx

-

please do not format texts, but do indicate subheadings and links that should
be included

Visuals/Pictures
If you use a picture as an “illustration” of your paper, you need to have the rights to
do so and provide a copyright disclaimer. Either:
●
●
●
●

you took the picture,
the photographer grants you the right to use the picture,
it is part of Creative Commons,
or out of copyright (older materials).

If you discuss the picture within an academic context, Germany grants citational
rights (Zitatrecht), which means that the source needs to be clearly marked and
the picture discussed in some greater detail. See:
● irights.info: Nicht nur kostenlos, sondern frei: Zehn Anlaufstellen für Bilder im
Netz
● irights.info: Zitieren im World Wide Web
Comments
- readers can comment on blog posts, but all comments need to be approved
(offensive commentary will not be tolerated)
- should you wish to approve comments yourself, please let us know
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